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Abstract

It is proposed that certain techniques from arithmetic algebraic geometry provide a framework
which is useful to formulate a direct and intrinsic link between the geometry of Calabi–Yau man-
ifolds and the underlying conformal field theory. Specifically, it is pointed out how the algebraic
number field determined by the fusion rules of the conformal field theory can be derived from
the number theoretic structure of the cohomological Hasse–WeilL-function determined by Artin’s
congruent zeta function of the algebraic variety. In this context, a natural number theoretic character-
ization arises for the quantum dimensions in this geometrically determined algebraic number field.
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1. Introduction

In a stunning development Gepner suggested in 1987 that Calabi–Yau varieties are
closely related to particular types of two-dimensional conformal field theories with in-
tegral central charges[1]. For the simplest class of models defined by weighted projective
Brieskorn–Pham threefold varieties this relation might be formulated in a preliminary way
as follows:

P(k1,k2,k3,k4,k5)[d] � X =
{
p(zi) =

∑
i

z
d/ki
i = 0

}
∼ 5⊗
i=1

SU(2)(d/ki )−2. (1)
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Here the levels = (d/ki)−2 of the SU(2) conformal theories on the r.h.s. are determined
by the weightski of the weighted projective space, denoted byP(k1,...,k5), and the degree
d := ∑

i ki of the defining polynomial of the varietyX. For Brieskorn–Pham varieties
the quotientsd/ki are natural numbers. On the conformal field theory side, we implicitly
assume the GSO projection and that the affine characters of the partition function of the
individual conformal factors are chosen to be the diagonal ones. The complete class of these
models has been determined in[2,3].

Gepner provided support for this relation by computing the massless spectrum of his
theories and by showing that in two instances they agreed with the cohomology groups of
known Calabi–Yau threefolds[4,5]. Crucial insight into this surprising relation was obtained
by Martinec[6] and Lerche et al.[7,8], who noted that an intermediate framework is provided
by the concept of a Landau–Ginzburg theory. The latter defines a mean-field theory of the
exactly solvable tensor model. In particular, the important paper[9] by Vafa illuminated both
the computation of the conformal field theory spectrum as well as providing effective insight
into the cohomology of the algebraic variety. Vafa’s insight in particular made it possible
to systematically investigate the relation between conformal field theory spectra and the
cohomology of algebraic varieties and to extend this comparison to the complete class of
models including non-diagonal affine invariants of the partition functions[2,3]. Later, more
detailed insight into the nature of this relation via the intermediary Landau–Ginzburg theory
was obtained by Witten[10].

At present, however, neither a direct nor a mathematically rigorous framework ex-
ists which allows to establish relations between algebraic varieties and conformal field
theories. Furthermore, the Landau–Ginzburg framework, important as it has been, is in-
complete and does not allow to derive key ingredients of the conformal field theory.
One might instead hope for a framework in which it is possible to derive the essen-
tial ingredients of the conformal field theory directly from the algebraic variety itself,
without the intermediate Landau–Ginzburg formulation. A priori it might appear unlikely
that such an approach exists because numbers associated to algebraic varieties are usu-
ally integers (such as dimension, cohomology dimensions and indices associated to com-
plexes), whereas the numbers appearing in the underlying exactly solvable conformal
field theory are usually rational numbers (such as the central charge and the anomalous
dimensions).

It is the purpose of this paper to suggest that an intrinsic, direct, and mathematically
rigorous framework which allows to derive certain conformal field theoretic quantities
directly from the algebraic Calabi–Yau variety is provided by arithmetic algebraic geometry.
In this framework, algebraic varietiesX are defined not over a continuous field, like the real
numbersR, or the complex number fieldC, but over discrete finite fields, denoted byFq ,
whereq ∈ N denotes the number of elements of the field. The particular field of reduction
of the variety is specified by writingX/Fq , leading to a reduced variety consisting of a finite
number of points.

The choice of any finiteq would appear to be arbitrary, and physically ill-motivated. For
smallq, the fieldFq would define a large scale lattice structure which one might expect to
provide only rough information about the structure of the variety. More sensible would be
to consider an infinite sequence of ever larger finite fields which probe the variety at ever
smaller scales. It is this consideration which leads us to the concept of counting the number
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of solutionsNqr = #(X/Fqr ) and to ask what, if any, interesting information is provided
by the numbers determined by the extensionsFqr of degreer of the finite fieldFq . The
following paragraphs outline the strategy envisioned in this program and briefly introduce
the key ingredients used in this paper.

The starting point of the arithmetic considerations inSection 3is to arrange the sequence
of reductions of the variety over the finite fieldsFqr into a useful form. This can be achieved
via Artin’s congruent zeta function, essentially defining an exponential sum of a generating
function constructed from the numbersNqr . For reasons just described we should not restrict
the construction to local considerations at particular integers. Hence, we need some way
to pass to a global description in which all reference to fixed scales has been erased. This
leads, inSection 4, to the concept of the global Hasse–WeilL-function of a Calabi–Yau
variety. ThisL-function will collect the information at all rational primes. This step can be
taken because the Weil conjectures show that in the present context Artin’s zeta function is a
rational function determined by the cohomology of the variety. The Hasse–WeilL-function
therefore is a cohomologicalL-function.

At this point the only number theoretic algebraic structures that have appeared are the
finite fieldsFq and their extensions. A brief review of some of the aspects of the underlying
conformal field theoretic aspects, provided inSection 2, reveals that this is not enough. As
mentioned above, the structures that enter in Gepner’s construction and its generalizations
are rational, i.e. they lead to central charges and spectra of anomalous dimensions which are
rational numbers. It is not clear how to recover these numbers from the intrinsic geometry of
the variety. It turns out that it is more useful in the present context to encode the conformal
field theoretic information in an alternative way by mapping the central charge and the
anomalous dimensions via the Rogers dilogarithm into the quantum dimensions associated
to the physical fields. These (generalized) quantum dimensions are elements of certain
algebraic number fields which are determined by the fusion rules of the conformal field
theory.

This suggests that we consider the structure of algebraic number fields in more de-
tail. It is in this context that Hecke introduced a general notion ofL-functions which are
determined completely by the prime ideals of the number field, generalizing earlier re-
sults obtained by Dirichlet and Dedekind. Such number fieldL-functions essentially count
the inverse of the norms of ideals in the number field weighted by a character of this
field.

The surprise now is that the cohomological Hasse–Weil typeL-function of the Calabi–Yau
variety in fact happens to be determined by a number fieldL-function of the type introduced
by Hecke. This is the link that allows us to recover directly from the intrinsic geometry of the
variety the number theoretic framework relevant to the underlying conformal field theory.
Once the fusion field has been identified one can then further explore the arithmetic role
played by the quantum dimensions in this field.

The strategy to be employed in this paper thus can be summarized as follows. First
consider the arithmetic structure of Calabi–Yau varieties via Artin’s congruent zeta function.
Next define the global cohomological Hasse–WeilL-function via local factors from the
congruent zeta function. Finally, interpret the Hasse–WeilL-series as HeckeL-series of
an algebraic number field. In this way, we can recover the algebraic fusion field of the
conformal field theory from the algebraic variety.
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The program to use arithmetic geometry to illuminate the conformal field theoretic struc-
ture of Calabi–Yau varieties originated several years ago. The idea initially was to develop
further some results derived by Bloch and Schoen in support of the Beilinson–Bloch con-
jectures and apply them in the context of the conformal field theory/Calabi–Yau relation
[11]. More recently, arithmetic considerations have been discussed in different contexts in
Refs.[12,13].

2. Exactly solvable Calabi–Yau manifolds

In the following, we investigate the simplest class among weighted Calabi–Yau hyper-
surfaces described by higher-dimensional analogs of polynomials of Brieskorn–Pham type.
These manifolds are distinguished by the fact that for every member there exists a particular
point in moduli space for which the underlying exactly solvable conformal field theory is
known explicitly. As indicated in(1) the varieties are described as zero-loci of polynomials
in weighted projective space.

The underlying rational conformal field theories suggested by Gepner are exactly solvable
tensor products ofN = 2 superconformal minimal models of central charge

c = 3k

k + 2
. (2)

These factors are glued together by Gepner’s construction[1], to which we refer for a more
detailed discussion of the conformal field theory aspects. The physical string theoretic
spectrum of the theory is determined by the conformal field theory chiral primary operators
fields with integral anomalous dimension. These fields are constructed from operators in
the individual SU(2)k factors with the anomalous dimensions

∆
(k)
j = j (j + 2)

4(k + 2)
, j = 0, . . . , k. (3)

The SU(2) factors are the non-trivial interacting conformal field theories that provide the
building blocks of the Gepner models.

It would thus appear that a possible, and perhaps natural, strategy should be an attempt
to recover these rational numbers given by the underlying conformal field theory from the
intrinsic geometry of the algebraic variety. It turns out, however, that it is more useful to
proceed along a more indirect route in which the information of the anomalous dimensions
and the central charge is first encoded in a set of numbers which are not elements ofQ, i.e.
they are not rational. This will provide deeper information about the conformal field theory
and is the route taken in this paper.

In order to establish this relation recall the modularS-matrix of the affine theories.
Consider maps

χ : h× C → C

defined on the upper half planeh andC parameterizing the charges of the extended theory

χi(τ, u) := trHi q
L0−(c/24) e2π iuJ0.
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In the simple case of SU(2)k the modular transformations

χi

(
−1

τ
,
u

τ

)
= eπ iku2/2

∑
j

Sijχj (τ, u)

lead to the modularS-matrix

Sij =
√

2

k + 2
sin

(
(i + 1)(j + 1)π

k + 2

)
, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k. (4)

With these matrices, one can define the generalized quantum dimensions as

Qij = Sij

S0j
(5)

for the SU(2) theory at levelk. The importance of these numbers derives from the fact that
even though they do not directly provide the scaling behavior of the correlation functions,
they do contain the complete information about the anomalous dimensions as well as the
central charge

1

L(1)

k∑
i=1

L

(
1

Q2
ij

)
= 3k

k + 2
− 24∆(k)j + 6j, (6)

whereL is Rogers’ dilogarithm

L(z) = Li2(z)+ 1
2 log(z) log(1 − z), (7)

andLi2 is Euler’s classical dilogarithm

Li2(z) =
∑
n∈N

zn

n2
. (8)

It follows that the quantum dimensions contain the essential information about the spectrum
of the conformal field theory and Rogers’ dilogarithm provides, via Euler’s dilogarithm,
the map from the quantum dimensions to the central charge and the anomalous dimensions.
A review of these results and references to the original literature can be found in[14].

It is possible to gain insight into the nature of these particular numbers. The point here is
that the extended quantum dimensionsQij are elements of a particular field which extends
the field of rational numbers. To determine the structure of this field one can proceed as
follows. The starting point is the fusion algebra which describes a product of the chiral
primary fields of the conformal field theory

Φi�Φj = (Ni )kjΦk, (9)

where the resulting coefficients(Ni )kj define the so-called fusion matricesNi . The gener-
alized quantum dimensions are eigenvalues of these fusion matrices and therefore they are
solutions of the characteristic polynomials

det(Q · 1 −Ni ) = 0. (10)

Because theNi are integral matrices the characteristic polynomial has integral coefficients
and it is also normalized, i.e. its leading coefficient is unity. Therefore, theQij are algebraic
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integers in some algebraic number fieldK over the rational numbersQ. An algebraic number
fieldK of degreen = [K : Q] is defined as the set of solutions of an equation

a0 + a1x + a2x
2 + · · · + anxn = 0 (11)

with coefficientsai which are rational integersai ∈ Z. The set of algebraic integers ofK
is defined as the set of solutions ofEq. (11)whose leading coefficient is unity,an = 1. The
resulting expressions in general involve rational coefficients.

The extensionK/Q is normal and becauseQ is of characteristic zero this extension is
a Galois extension, i.e. its Galois group Gal(K/Q) is Abelian. Hence, it follows from the
theorem of Kronecker and Weber that the fieldK is contained in some cyclotomic field
Q(µm), whereµm is the cyclic group of orderm, generated by the primitivemth root
of unity [15]. We will call the minimal cyclotomic field which contains all the quantum
dimensions the fusion field of the rational conformal field theory.

In the present case, we can be more specific: the generalized quantum dimensions take
valuesQij(SU(2)k) ∈ Q(µ2(k+2)) and because the quantum dimensions are real they are
elements of a real subfield of the cyclotomic field. For the conformal field theory underlying
the quintic hypersurface one finds, e.g.

Qi(SU(2)3) ∈ {1, 1
2(1 +

√
5)} ⊂ Q(

√
5), (12)

i.e. the fusion field of the affine conformal field theory underlying the quintic is the cyclo-
tomic fieldQ(µ5).

The problem of recovering the conformal field theory spectrum encoded by the
anomalous dimensions can now be rephrased into the question whether it is possible
to derive the fusion field of the quantum dimensions from the arithmetic structure of
the corresponding Calabi–Yau manifold. Once this is achieved, one can ask for an in-
trinsic field theoretic interpretation of the real quantum dimensions within the fusion
field.

3. Artin’s congruent zeta function of Calabi–Yau threefolds

The starting point of the arithmetic analysis is the set of Weil conjectures[16], the proof
of which was completed by Deligne[17]. For algebraic varieties, the Weil–Deligne result
states a number of structural properties for the congruent zeta function at a prime number
p defined as

Z(X/Fp, t) ≡ exp

(∑
r∈N

#(X/Fpr )
tr

r

)
. (13)

The motivation to arrange the numbersNp,r = #(X/Fpr ) in this unusual way originates
from the fact that they often show a simple behavior, as a result of which the zeta function can
be shown to be a rational function. This was first shown by Artin in the 1920s for hyperelliptic
function fields. Further experience by Hasse, Weil, and others led to the conjecture that this
phenomenon is more general, culminating in the Weil conjectures.
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These general claims can be summarized as follows:

1. The zeta function of an algebraic variety of dimensiond satisfies a functional equation
[18]

Z

(
X/Fp,

1

pdt

)
= (−1)χ+µpdχ/2tχZ(X/Fp, t), (14)

whereχ is the Euler number of the varietyX over the complex numbersC. Furthermore,
µ is zero when the dimensiond of the variety is odd, andµ is the multiplicity of−pd/2 as
an eigenvalue of the action induced on the cohomology by the Frobenius automorphism
Φ : X → X, x �→ xp.

2. Z(X/Fp, t) is a rational function which can be written as

Z(X/Fp, t) =
∏d
j=1P

(p)

2j−1(t)∏d
j=0P

(p)

2j (t)
, (15)

where

P(p)0 (t) = 1 − t, P(p)2d (t) = 1 − pdt, (16)

and for 1≤ i ≤ 2d − 1

P(p)i (t) =
bi∏
j=1

(1 − β(i)j (p)t) (17)

with algebraic integersβ(i)j (p). Thebi denote the Betti numbers of the variety,bi =
dimHiDeRham(X). The rationality of the zeta function was first shown by Dwork[19] by
adelic methods.

3. The algebraic integersβ(i)j (p) satisfy the Riemann hypothesis

|β(i)j (p)| = pi/2 ∀i. (18)

It is this part of the Weil conjectures which resisted the longest, and was finally proved
by Deligne.

We are interested in Calabi–Yau threefolds with finite fundamental group, i.e. Calabi–Yau
varieties withh1,0 = 0 = h2,0. For such varieties the expressions above simplify consider-
ably. For an arbitrary Calabi–Yau threefold the congruent zeta function takes the form

Z(X/Fp, t) = P(p)3 (t)

(1 − t)P(p)2 (t)P(p)4 (t)(1 − p3t)
(19)

with

deg(P(p)3 (t)) = 2 + 2h(2,1), deg(P(p)2 (t)) = h(1,1). (20)

This follows from the fact that for non-toroidal Calabi–Yau threefolds we haveb1 =
0. In general, the indicated polynomialsP(p)i (t) left unspecified are non-trivial for the
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Brieskorn–Pham varieties of interest in the present context. This non-trivial structure arises
from the fact that weighted projective varieties admit singularities which have to be resolved
and therefore lead to contributions ofH 2(X).

The relation between the Calabi–Yau varieties and conformal field theories is universal
for all members of the Brieskorn–Pham type, independent on whether they had to be re-
solved or were smooth initially. This suggests that it must be possible to recover the basic
ingredients necessary to derive the conformal field theory already from the class of smooth
manifolds. For varieties which do not have to be resolved the structure of the zeta functions
is particularly simple. In particular, one finds that the congruent zeta function of smooth
Calabi–Yau hypersurfaces in weighted projective fourspace is given by

Z(X/Fp, t) = P(p)3 (t)

(1 − t)(1 − pt)(1 − p2t)(1 − p3t)
(21)

with

deg(P(p)3 (t)) = 2 + 2h(2,1), (22)

and
b3∑
i=1

β
(3)
i = 1 + p + p2 + p3 − #(X/Fp). (23)

Hence for smooth hypersurface threefolds the only interesting information of the zeta func-
tion is encoded in the polynomialsP(p)3 (t).

4. Hasse–WeilL-function

We see from the rationality of the zeta function that the basic information of this quantity
is parameterized by the cohomology of the variety. More precisely, one can show that the
ith polynomialP(p)i (t) is associated to the action induced by the Frobenius morphism on
the ith cohomology groupHi(X). In order to gain insight into the arithmetic information
encoded in this Frobenius action it is useful to decompose the zeta function. This leads
to the concept of a localL-function that is associated to the polynomialsP(p)i (t) via the
following definition.

LetP(p)i (t) be the polynomials determined by the rational congruent zeta function over
the fieldFp. TheithL-function of the varietyX overFp then is defined via

L(i)(X/Fp, s) = 1

P(p)i (p
−s)
. (24)

SuchL-functions are of interest for a number of reasons. One of these is that often they can
be modified by simple factors so that after analytic continuation they (are conjectured to)
satisfy some type of functional equation.

It was mentioned in the previous section that the geometry/CFT relation must hold for
the simplest type of varieties, in particular those that do not need any kind of resolution.
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When considering the cohomology of such simple varieties in dimensions 1–4, it becomes
clear that independent of the dimension of the Calabi–Yau variety the essential ingredient is
provided by the cycles that span the middle dimensional (co)homology. Hence even though
in general the cohomology can be fairly complex, in particular for Calabi–Yau fourfolds,
the only local factor in theL-function that is relevant for the present discussion isP(p)d (t)
for d = dimCX.

This suggests a natural generalization of the concept of the Hasse–WeilL-function of an
elliptic curve. LetX be a Calabi–Yaud-fold with hi,0 = 0 for 0< i < n−1 and denote by
P(X) the set of good prime numbers ofX, i.e. those prime numbers for which the variety
has good reduction overFp. Then its associated Hasse–WeilL-function is defined as

LHW(X, s) =
∏

p∈P(X)

1

P(p)d (p
−s)

=
∏

p∈P(X)

1∏b3
j=1(1 − β(d)j (p)p−s)

. (25)

The restriction to good primes is a non-trivial requirement. Even though the Brieskorn–Pham
type varieties are all smooth (i.e. transverse) as varieties over the complex numbersC

they do not retain this property for arbitrary subfieldsK ⊂ C. In the case of the quin-
tic considered below the primep = 5 is an example of a bad prime. The existence of
bad primes complicates the whole theory considerably, but for our purposes we can ig-
nore the additional factors of the completedL-functions that are induced by these bad
primes.

As mentioned above, for smooth weighted CY hypersurfaces the Hasse–WeilL-function
then contains the complete arithmetic information of the congruent zeta function. For rea-
sons that will become clear below it is of importance that the above Hasse–Weil function
can be related to a HeckeL-function, induced by Hecke characters. The main virtue of such
characters is that as the simpler Dirichlet characters they are multiplicative maps. It is this
multiplicativity which is of essence for the present framework.

4.1. The quintic example

Consider the Calabi–Yau variety defined by the quintic hypersurface in ordinary projec-
tive fourspaceP4. We denote the generalh2,1 = 101 complex dimensional family of quintic
hypersurfaces in projective fourspaceP4 by P4 [5] and consider the threefold defined by

P4[5] � X =
{

4∑
i=0

x5
i = 0

}
. (26)

It follows from Lefshetz’s hyperplane theorem that the cohomology below the middle
dimension is inherited from the ambient space. Thus we haveh1,0 = 0 = h0,1 andh1,1 =
1, whileh2,1 = 101 follows from counting monomials of degree 5. Following Weil[16]
the zeta function is determined by(21), where the numerator is given by the polynomial
P(p)3 (t) = ∏204

i=1(1 − β(3)i (p)t) which takes the form

P(p)3 (t) =
∏
α∈A
(1 − jp(α)t). (27)
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This expression involves the following ingredients. Define = (5, p − 1) and rational
numbersαi via αi ≡ 0 (mod 1). The setA is defined as

A =
{
α = (α0, . . . , α4)|0< αi < 1, αi ≡ 0 (mod 1),

∑
i

αi = 0 (mod 1)

}
. (28)

Defining the charactersχαi ∈ F̂p in the dual ofFp asχαi (ui) = exp(2π iαisi)withµi = gsi
for a generating elementg ∈ Fp, the factorjp(α) is finally determined as

jp(α) = 1

p − 1

∑
∑
i ui=0

4∏
i=0

χαi (ui). (29)

We thus see that the congruent zeta function leads to the Hasse–WeilL-function associated
to a Calabi–Yau threefold

LHW(X, s) =
∏

p∈P(X)

∏
α∈A

(
1 − jp(α)

ps

)−1

, (30)

ignoring the bad primes, which are irrelevant for our purposes.

5. L-functions and algebraic number fields

As mentioned inSection 1, the surprising aspect of the Hasse–WeilL-function is that it
is determined by another, a priori completely different kind ofL-function that is derived not
from a variety but from a number field. It is this possibility to interpret the cohomological
Hasse–WeilL-function as a field theoreticL-function which establishes the connection that
allows to derive number fieldsK from algebraic varietiesX.

For the case at hand the type ofL-function that is relevant is that of a HeckeL-function
determined by a Hecke character, more precisely an algebraic Hecke character. Following
Weil, we will see that the relevant field for our case is the extensionQ(µm) of the rational
integersQ by roots of unity, generated byξ = e2π i/m for some rational integerm. It turns
out that these fields fit in very nicely with the conformal field theory point of view. In order
to see how this works this section first describes the concept of Hecke characters and then
explains how theL-function fits into this framework.

There are many different definitions of algebraic Hecke characters, depending on the pre-
cise number theoretic framework. Originally, this concept was introduced by Hecke[20]
as Grössencharaktere of an arbitrary algebraic number field. In the following, Deligne’s
adaptation of Weil’s Grössencharaktere of typeA0 is used[21]. LetOK ⊂ K be the ring
of integers of the number fieldK, f ⊂ OK an integral ideal, andE a field of charac-
teristic zero. Denote byJf(K) the set of fractional ideals ofK that are prime tof and
denote byPf(K) the principal ideals(α) of K for which a ≡ 1(modf). An algebraic
Hecke character modulof is a multiplicative functionχ defined on the idealsJf(K) for
which the following condition holds. There exists an element in the integral group ring∑
nσσ ∈ Z[Hom(K, Ē)], whereĒ is the algebraic closure ofE, such that ifα ∈ Pf(K)
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then

χ(α) =
∏
σ

σ (α)nσ . (31)

Furthermore, there is an integerw > 0 such thatnσ + nσ̄ = w for all σ ∈ Hom(K, Ē).
This integerw is called the weight of the characterχ .

Given any such characterχ defined on the ideals of the algebraic number fieldK, we
can follow Hecke and consider a generalization of the Dirichlet series via theL-function

L(χ, s) =
∏
p⊂OK
pprime

1

1 − (χ(p)/Nps) =
∑
a⊂OK

χ(a)

Nas
, (32)

where the sum runs through all the ideals. Here Np denotes the norm of the idealp, defined
as the number of elements inOK/p. The norm is a multiplicative function, hence can be
extended to all ideals via the prime ideal decomposition of a general ideal. If we can deduce
from the Hasse–WeilL-function the particular Hecke character(s) involved, we will be
able to derive directly from the variety in an intrinsic way distinguished number field(s)
K.

Insight into the nature of number fields can be gained by recognizing that for certain
extensionsK of the rational numberQ the higher Legendre symbols provide the characters
that enter the discussion above. Inspection then suggests that we consider the power residue
symbols of cyclotomic fieldsK = Q(µm) with integer ringOK = Z[µm]. The transition
from the cyclotomic field to the finite fields is provided by the character which is determined
for any algebraic integerx ∈ Z[µm] prime tom by the map

χ•(x) : Jm(OK)→ C∗, (33)

which is defined on idealsp prime tom by sending the prime ideal to themth root of unity
for which

p �→ χp(x) = x(Np−1)/m (modp). (34)

Using these characters one can define Jacobi sums of rankr for any fixed elementa =
(a1, . . . , ar ) by setting

J (r)a (p) = (−1)r+1
∑

ui∈OK/p∑
i ui=−1(modp)

χp(u1)
a1 · · ·χp(ur)ar (35)

for primep. For non-prime idealsa ⊂ OK the sum is generalized via prime decomposition
a = ∏

i pi and multiplicativityJa(a) = ∏
i Ja(pi ). Hence we can interpret these Jacobi

sums as a mapJ (r) of rankr

J (r) : Jm(Z[µm])× (Z/mZ)r → C∗, (36)

whereJm denotes the ideals prime tom. For fixedp such Jacobi sums define charac-
ters on the group(Z/mZ)r . It can be shown that for fixeda ∈ (Z/mZ)r the Jacobi
sum J

(r)
a evaluated at principal ideals(x) for x ≡ 1(modmr) is of the form xS(a),
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where

S(a) =
∑

(,m)=1
modm

[
r∑
i=1

〈
ai

m

〉]
σ−1

− , (37)

where〈x〉 denotes the fractional part ofx and [x] describes the integer part ofx.
We therefore see that the Hasse–WeilL-function is in fact a product of functions each of

which is determined by a Hecke character defined by a Jacobi sum that is determined by a
prime ideal in the cyclotomic fieldQ(µm). In the case of the quintic hypersurface, we derive
in this way the fusion field from the arithmetic structure of the defining variety reduced to
a finite field. To summarize, we have seen that the fusion field of the underlying conformal
field theory is precisely that number field which is determined when the cohomological
Hasse–WeilL-function is interpreted as the HeckeL-function associated to an algebraic
number field.

6. Quantum dimensions and class number

At this point, we have identified the fusion field with the number field associated to
the HeckeL-function, which in turn is associated to the Hasse–WeilL-function. In order
to extend the dictionary between conformal field theoretic quantities and number the-
oretic quantities, we can ask whether we can also obtain a number theoretic interpre-
tation for the quantum numbers which take values in the fusion field. This amounts
to the question whether these quantum numbers form some particular substructure of
the cyclotomic field which can be singled out for purely number theoretic
reason.

In order to see that this is indeed possible consider first the so-called class numberh of
a cyclotomic fieldQ(µm). This number plays an essential role in illuminating the struc-
ture of general algebraic number fields, but our focus will be on the cyclotomic fields
[22,23]. The class number of an algebraic number fieldK can be defined as the number
of ideal classes formed by the following equivalence relation. Two ideals are considered
equivalent if they can be made identical by the multiplication of principal ideals, the lat-
ter being generated by single algebraic numbers. The set of such ideal classes forms a
finite group whose order is defined to be the class number. Put slightly differently, we
can think about the ideal class group Cl(OK) as the quotient of the group of fractional
ideals

F =
{
a1

a2

∣∣∣∣ a1, a2 ⊂ OK, a1, a2 �= 0

}
(38)

of the ringOK of algebraic integers inK by the group of non-zero principal ideals

P = {(a) = aOK |a ∈ K×}. (39)

The importance of the class numberh(K) = #Cl(OK) derives from the fact that it measures
how close a number field comes to unique prime factorization. As an example consider the
rational numbersQ. Its ring of integersZ is a principal ring, hence its class number is unity.
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Furthermore, we have unique prime factorization inZ. It turns out that analogous relations
hold in general for algebraic number fields, i.e. the class numberh(K) is unity if and only
if there is unique factorization.

Of essence for the very concept of unique prime factorization are the so-called units of
the field. Such units generalize the units in the ring of rational integers{±1} ⊂ Z, and
are algebraic integers whose inverses are again algebraic integers. Unique factorization is
always meant modulo units. The set of units in an algebraic fieldK defines a subgroup
U ⊂ K.

Coming back to the cyclotomic fields of interest in the present context, one finds that the
class number of these fields exhibit a composite structure. It is known that this class number
is always a composite number

h(Q(µp)) = h+h∗, (40)

whereh+ itself is the class number of the real cyclotomic subfield ofQ(µp).
Putting together the concepts introduced in the above paragraphs provides a number

theoretic identification of the quantum dimensions. Namely, it turns out that the class number
h+ of the real subfield ofQ(µm) admits an interpretation as the index of a subgroup within
the maximal real subfield in the cyclotomic field. Let 2< p �= 2 (mod 4) be the conductor
of Q(µp) and denote byU+ the group of positive real units inQ(µp), i.e. the positive real
invertible elements in the cyclotomic field. Let further denoteU+

c the subgroup spanned by
the cyclotomic unitsθr within U+

θr =
∣∣∣∣1 − ξ r

1 − ξ
∣∣∣∣ = sin(rπ/p)

sin(π/p)
. (41)

Then

h+ = 2−b[U+ : U+
c ], (42)

whereb = 0 if the numberf of prime factors is unity, andb = 2f−2 + 1 − f if
f > 1 [24]. This provides an identification of the quantum dimensions within the fusion
field.

One can further show that the class numberh+ of the real subfield ofQ(µp) is in fact
partially constructed by the quantum dimensions. Letp be an odd prime and denote by

σj the elementsξp �→ ξ
gj

p of the Galois group Gal(Q(µp)/Q) of Q(µp) generated by a
primitive root modulop. Then

h+ = 2(p−3)/2∆

R
, (43)

where the determinant∆ is constructed from the quantum dimensions as

∆ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣det(σj (θk))

2≤k≤(p−1)/2
0≤j≤(p−3)/2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (44)

The regulatorR can be viewed as the volume of the logarithmic image of a fundamental
system of units. It was shown by Dirichlet that the groupU of units in an algebraic number
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field of degree [K : Q] = r1 + 2r2 takes the form

U ∼= µ
r1+r2−1∏
i=1

Gi, (45)

whereµ is the group of roots of unity, eachGi is a group of infinite order, andr1 (r2)
denotes the number of real (complex) embeddings of the fieldK. Hence every unitu ∈ U
can be written in the formu = α∏r

r=1 εi , whereα ∈ µ and{εi}i=1,...,r=r1+r2−1 is called a
fundamental system of units. It is useful to translate the multiplicative structure of the units
into an additive framework via the regulator map

r : U → Rr1+r2 (46)

defined by

r(u) = ( ln |ρ1(u)|, . . . , ln |ρr1(u)|, ln |ρr1+1(u)|2, . . . , ln |ρr1+r2(u)|2), (47)

where{ρi}i=1,...,r1 are the real embeddings and{ρr1+j }j=1,...,r2 are the complex embeddings
of K. The regulatorR then is defined as

R = det(ai ln |ρi(εj )|)
1≤i≤r1+r2
1≤j≤r1+r2−1

(48)

with ai = 1 for the real embeddingsi = 1, . . . , r1 andai = 2 for the complex embeddings
i = r1 + 1, . . . , r1 + r2. The regulator is independent of the choice of the fundamental
system of units.

The results described above provide an example where the class number of an algebraic
number field acquires physical significance. This is not without precedence. Recently, the
class number of the fields of definition of certain arithmetic black hole attractor varieties
have been interpreted as the number ofU -duality classes of black holes with the same area
[12].

To summarize, we see that a further entry in our dictionary is provided by the identification
of the quantum dimensions of the fusion field with the real cyclotomic units of the field
that is determined by recognizing the Hasse–WeilL-function as the HeckeL-function of
an algebraic number field.
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